



Generally, the supplier of goods or services is
liable to pay GST. This is also known as forward
charge mechanism. It is a default charge
mechanism. *
However, in specified cases like imports and
other notified supplies, the liability to pay tax
may be put on the recipient. Reverse Charge
mechanism means the liability to pay tax is on
the recipient of supply of goods or services
instead of the supplier of such goods or services
in respect of notified categories of supply.

*Note to students: If nothing is mentioned in the
question in respect of charge mechanism, then it
would be taken as forward charge mechanism.

A) Registration:
1. Persons who are required to pay tax under reverse charge mechanism
are required to get compulsory registration under section 24, CGST
act,2017.
2. For the purpose of determining registration requirement, aggregate
turnover does not include inward supplies covered under RCM i.e. do not
include these supplies in the turnover of recipient. However, these
supplies must be included in the aggregate turnover of supplier.
B) For Composition dealers:
Tax on any inward supplies under RCM received by a composition
taxable person is payable at normal rates. (not concessional composition
rates)

C) GST under RCM can not be paid by utilising ITC i.e., the amount lying in
electronic credit ledger. It is paud through electronic cash ledger.
D) Recipient who is liable to pay tax under RCM must issue tax invoice in
his/her own name. Payment voucher must be issued by recipient at the
time of making payment to supplier.

Reverse charge mechanism rules are covered
under two main sections1. Section 9 (3), CGST Act, 2017
It states that government can notify
categories of goods or services to be covered
under RCM.

2. Section 9 (4), CGST Act
Notified taxable supplies by unregistered
persons to notified registered persons



*

Special emphasis must be given on legal
services, arbitral tribunal, sponsorship,
insurance agent, services by photographer,
artist, music composer, etc. and services by
author and services by GTA.

Read all notified services but learn the seven services as mentioned above for
examination purposes.
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RCM is applicable in case of GTA services and provisions for the
same are as followsSupply of GTA services by goods transport agency (who has not
paid GST at 12%) in respect of transport of goods by road to
following personsAny registered factory under Factories Act
Any society/ cooperative society
Any registered person under GST
Body corporate
Firm/AOP
Any casual taxable person in taxable territory

However, RCM is not applicable in case a recipient is registered just
for TDS provisions under Section 51.

Taxability of GTA service:
 The GTA services are taxable at two tax rates
(RCM is applicable in both cases if these services
are provided to notified persons as mentioned in
previous slide)1. 5% tax rate but there is a restriction on availing
ITC on inputs used in providing GTA services.
2. 12% tax rate and there is no restriction in
availing ITC.

Please note: Person who pays freight or is liable
to pay freight for transportation of goods by
road in a carraige, located in taxable territory is
treated as recipient for the purpose of this
provision







It covers cases where notified registered persons
are liable to pay tax under RCM in respect of
notified supplies received from unregistered
suppliers. In simple words, if notified registered
persons purchases/ acquires notified supplies
from unregistered persons then RCM is
applicable.
Such registered persons and supplies may be
notified by the government from time to time on
the recommendation of GST council.
With effect from April 1, 2019, if a promoter of a
real estate project procures inputs, input services
and capital goods from unregistered suppliers,
then promoter is required to pay GST under RCM.







Under TDS provisions, the person while making
specified payments is required to deduct tax at a
specified percentage before making payments.
It is clarified by CBIC that TDS is not deducted on
the tax component. For instance, If a payment of
Rs. 1000 (plus GST) (applicable GST rate is 18%)
is to be made and TDS rate is 10%, then TDS
would be deducted at 10% of Rs. 1000, not 10%
of 1180.
Hence, the rule is TDS is not deductible on GST
component.

1.

Mr. X, a farmer cultivated tendu leaves in
the state of Punjab. These leaves are sold to
a Rajshree enterprises, a registered dealer
for Rs. 20,00,000. Gst rate:18%. The ITC
available is as followsITC
available

CGST

SGST

IGST

Total

Mr. X

2,00,000 2,00,000 -

4,00,000

Rajshree 3,00,000 3,00,000 enterpris
es

6,00,000

*All practical questions given in CA K.M. bansal book must be

practiced.
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